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Difference between **RIMS** and **Research evaluation platform**

---

**Research evaluation platform**

A university  B university  C university

- Units
- Documents
- Authors

**RIMS** (Research Information Management System)
RIMS

Research evaluation platforms

Converis

Pure

SciVal

Scholytics

Dimensions

InCites
Asian countries’ FWCI compared in Scholytics

Source: 2016~2021 Global index documents in Scholytics

[Graph showing FWCI comparison for various Asian countries across 2016-2018 and 2019-2021.]
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Research evaluation platform made by Naver Corporation

Welcome to Scholyltics
Search any countries, affiliations or authors

Metrics for Authors
e.g. J. J. Kempster, University of London School of Advanced St...

Metrics for Institutions
e.g. Seoul National University, collaborations, 2010 - 2019

Comparison in unit level
e.g. FWCI, Seoul National University College of Engineering Vs...

Top Universities in Worldwide based on FWCI

Top Universities in South Korea based on FWCI

150k affiliations
20M authors
120k journals
Naver is Korea’s largest search portal
It’s subsidiary, LINE Corp, went public on NYSE in 2016
Scholytics bases most of its data from Naver Academic, Korea’s largest scholarly search site.

6M monthly page views

1.5M monthly unique visitors
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Analysis for Academic Units

Scholytics provides metrics for department of academic units
Global & Local index

Scholytics offers metrics from local publications written in respective local languages.
Percentage of global index documents (in South Korea)

- Global index:
  - Scopus and Nature index
  - 34.6%
  - 9.2%
  - 30.3%

- Non-global index documents:
  - 56.3%

- Not indexed: 26.0%

※ Global index: Scopus and Nature index
Engineering and Medical documents (in South Korea)

- Global index: Scopus and Nature index
- Not indexed: 19.7%
- Non-global index documents: 37%

Global index
- 50%
- 13%

KCI
- 17.3%

※ Global index: Scopus and Nature index
Humanities and Social science documents (in South Korea)

- **Global index:** Scopus and Nature index
- **Non-global index documents:** 87.7%
- **Not indexed:** 25.9%
- **Global index:** 9.4%
- **KCI:** 3%
- **61.8%**
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Product Road map

**Scholytics**
: Research evaluation tool

- **2021**
  - Rankings tab

- **2022**
  - Improved search function

**Scholytics cloud**
: Research Information Management tool

- **2022**
  - Scholytics cloud

**Altmetrics Module**
: Social Media, Blogs, News, YouTube

- **2023**
  - Scholytics Altmetrics module

- **2023**
  - Scholytics advanced module
AI-driven identification process

HyperCLOVA

AI, 모두의 능력이 되다
Thank you!
yg.cho@navercorp.com